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Naval Air Warfare Center
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China Lake, CA 93555-6001

ABSTRACT

A very restrictive down-range flight area for a small ground-to-air missile required the
interruption of the flight after the missile had flown past a specialized target and
telemetry data had been transmitted to a receiving station. Explosive bolts separated
the missile into two sections and cables loosely attaching the two sections caused the
system to tumble and therefore interrupt the flight. Because of the high dynamic
forces exerted on the attaching cables, soft material "shock absorbers" were used to
assure the integrity of the cables.
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INTRODUCTION

The flight interruption capability for small diameter missiles normally is not required
because of the small mass and flight footprint in comparison to larger missiles. The
area inside a large missile to house the electronics for an interruption system is not
prohibitive as in a small missile. A typical flight interruption system for a large
missile contains a ground up-link transmitter to the command destruct receiver aboard
the missile which activates explosive devices to interrupt the flight. This entails a
sophisticated system and is therefore used typically on large (over 8 inch diameter)
and expensive missiles. The subject of this paper is the design, test, successful launch,
and flight termination of a 2.75 inch diameter ground-to-air missile with a full-up
functioning telemeter. An up-link transmitter/receiver system was not required
because the separation sequence is started by an on-board timer that's activated by the
closure of a gravity switch at first motion. The pre-determined time of missile flight
past the target allowed the use of this much less sophisticated system.



STATIC AND DYNAMIC TESTING

The first test was ground explosive bolt activation. All actual live fire hardware was
used to observe the action of the explosive on the mechanical parts of the system. The
results confirmed the separation in the longitudinal axis and the survival of. the steel
cable assembly. The cables allowed the sections to separate until the crushable lead
material started to deform. Figure la shows system before activation. Figure lb is after
activation and angle of difference.

The next level of testing was the dynamic live fire. The worst case condition and
highest dynamic forces were chosen for this test. These conditions would be met
while the rocket motor was still burning and the missile was still accelerating. The
timer for explosive bolt activation was set for 5 seconds. The rocket motor burn time
was approximately 6 seconds. This allowed one second rocket motor burn after
separation. At these high dynamic forces, it was calculated that the cable assembly
would break upon separation. Still, it was predicted that the lead material would
absorb the initial shock force and allow the seeker section to pull the rocket motor
around and destabilize the motor's ballistic flight. The front seeker section with
telemeter was not considered a flight problem because of the drastic instability
separation whereas as the rocket motor at separation did not lose stability, but
continued to fly ballistic. (It's analogous to an arrow with flight stability feathers.)

The results of two live fire rounds with both timers set to 5 seconds confirmed the
breakage of the cables. The rocket motors were pulled back around a minimum of 90
degrees to the angle of flight. Figure 2 shows the flight path down-range and off-range
for flight "A" without interruption verses the two flights "B" and "C" with flight
interruption. Both "B" and "C" flights were terminated within the allowable down and
off-range footprint

At 5 seconds into flight the forces exerted on the steel cable were determined by using
"Newton's Second Law"; "The acceleration of a particle is directly proportional to the
resultant force acting on it and inversely proportional to its mass, and the sense of the
acceleration is the same as that of the resultant force."

Figure 3 shows the free body diagram. The horizontal and rotational dimensions were
analyzed. Two equations of motion were found by summing the forces and moments
about the point "P". Aerodynamic coefficients were estimated for the nose with fins
located at the center of gravity.



Sign convention: Positive right and counter clockwise.
Fx = n x" = Fthr - Fn Sin(aoa)

mp = J aoa" = 1 Fn + M - 1 m g Cos(noa) + turb
The 2 second order equations are then:
x" = Fthr/m - Fn Sin (aoa) / m
aoa" = 1 Fn / J + M / J

The equations were solved using the first 150 milliseconds of motion. This resulted in
approximately 1950 lbs of centripetal force being applied in 70 milliseconds. This is
force due to rotation of the nose mass which will turn 180 degrees in about the 70
millisecond time.

Symbol Designations:

x" = Horizontal Acceleration in Ft/Sec2

x = Horizontal Position in Ft
aoa" = Rotational Acceleration in Radians/Sec2

aoa = Rotational Position in Radians
m = Mass of the Nose Section in Slugs
J = The Moment of Inertia in Slug/Ft2

Fthr = Thrust Due to the Rocket Motor in Lbs
Fn = Normal Aerodynamic Force in Lbs.
M = Aerodynamic force in Ft/Lbs
g = Acceleration Due to Gravity at the Surface of the Earth Ft/Sec2

Turb = Turbulance Factor in Ft/Lbs

Figure 4 shows the steel cable assembly. The length is 4.50 inches with a shank ball at
each end. A special mold was utilized to pour the lead shock absorber material around
one area of the cable assembly. The majority of this cable assembly, including the
shock absorber, that would be played out at separation was stowed in the aft or rocket
motor/telemeter interface. When the cable is pulled out at separation, the lead material
is crushed, allowing part of the shock force to be absorbed.

The calculations and conclusions of the free body diagram do not take into
consideration all dynamic force results at missile separation. A very important area
that was not mathematically analyzed and not overlooked was the bending of the cable
when the front section torqued around the rear rocket motor section. All sharp edges
that the cable would contact at the bending area were smoothed as much as possible or
practical to help alleviate cutting of the cable. Even with this precaution, it still
remained true that the cable would fail at high dynamic forces when bent. The strength



of the cable assembly was rated at 2000 lbs in elongation. If the cable were bent at a
90 degree angle, the rating is reduced 40% to 1200 lbs. In the actual separation this
bending would be exceeded. Because all different stress/strain possibilities could not
be addressed in the final design, it was accepted that the cable assembly would fail in
certain high kinetic force areas. But it was also determined that the missile flight
would be interrupted before the cable failure.

Figure 5 shows the system block diagram with the telemeter containing the following
electrical components:

a. Signal conditioner
b. Photo-transistor roll rate sensor
c. PCM encoder with 24 analog inputs. 60 word, 10 bit, bi-phase output. Two

sync words. 500 KHz Bit Rate.
d. 250 mW phase modulated transmitter
e. Latching relay to switch from external to internal power.
f. Ni-cad battery pack (four minutes running time)
g. Gravity switch to start pyrotechnic timers at first motion
h. Timers to fire flight motor and to activate two explosive bolts for missile

separation.

CONCLUSION

The future may bring a restriction both in test area and funding for new missile
systems and the upgrade of existing systems. These problems can possibly be
overcome by restricting the flights of missiles down-range by mechanical means as
detailed in this paper or recover the missile's electronics/hardware by parachute. This
would allow the evaluation, refurbishing, and reuse of missile systems with
substantial sawing in comparison to destroying missiles as is normally done in the
development phase. The basic design of separating the missile by explosive bolts (as
demonstrated in this paper) has been used successfully in the recovery of a 5.00 inch
diameter missile's seeker/control and telemetry sections.
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